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If you do something in the nick of time, you just manage to do it just in time, with seconds to spare. Category: Time. Idioms
similar to 'Just in the nick of time'.. Seems we got here just in the nick of time. News of interest cuts came in the nick of time
for borrowers. See full dictionary entry for nick. COBUILD Advanced .... Just in time. The beautiful woman was saved just in
the nick of time as some man untied her from the train tracks. She later gave him the best head ever.. in the nick of time. Also,
just in time. At the last moment, as in The police arrived in the nick of time, or He got there just in time for dinner. The first
term began life as in the nick and dates from the 1500s, when nick meant "the critical moment" (a meaning now obsolete)..
Jamie got his application form in just in time. If it had arrived a day later, it would've missed the deadline. I got to the station
just in the nick of time and jumped on .... in the nick of time Definitions and Synonyms. phrase. DEFINITIONS1. 1. just in
time to prevent something bad happening. The swimmers were rescued in the .... Team scores were notched up on nick-sticks
and when a winning goal or goal was scored just before the end of the contest it was "in the nick of time".. at the last possible
moment: We got there just in the nick of time. Thesaurus: synonyms and related words.. Synonyms for in the nick of time at
Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for in the nick of time.. View
credits, reviews, tracks and shop for the 1967 Styrene Vinyl release of Just In The Nick Of Time / It's Too Late on Discogs.

Just in the Nick of Time! (a Detective Red Mistletoe mystery). By Linda Daugherty. Product Code: J44000. Full-length Play;
Comedy; Cast size: 3m., 2w., 15+ .... He finished writing his paper and slid it under the door just in the nick of time. English
Wiktionary. Available under CC-BY-SA license. Link .... Idioms and Phrases with in the nick of time (1 of 2). in the nick of
time. Also, just in time. At the last moment .... What is the origin of 'in the nick of time'? ... phrase more usually refers to
something that only just happens in time, at the last possible moment.. Just in the nick of time, before you misspell this phrase
in your next correspondence, you have your answer. Interestingly, the “nick” of “a nick in time” traces its .... Bonnie Raitt: Just
in the Nick of Time [Mark Bego] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This is the first tell-all biography of
the formerly .... From Longman Dictionary of Contemporary Englishin the nick of timein the nick of timeON TIMEjust before
it is too late, or just before something bad happens .... The idiom "in the nick of time" has only been recorded since 1643.
Synonyms. last-minute; recent; just in time; eleventh-hour; not a moment too soon; after .... Just in time; at the precise moment.
What's the origin of the phrase 'In the nick of time'?. The English language gives us the opportunity to be 'in' ...

Synonyms for just in the nick of time at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive
alternatives for just in the nick of ... bdeb15e1ea 
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